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Abstract—An improved volumetric compression algorithm 
is presented in this paper. Histogram technique is used for 
analyzing the trait of volume data. The volume data is then 
partitioned into volume bricks which  will be classified into 
two groups, the blocks with meaningless information as one 
group(also called empty blocks), and those with meaningful 
information as the other group(also called object blocks). 
An efficient hierarchical VQ is applied to compress object 
blocks while for empty blocks, nothing is saved. Compare 
with analogous Volume Compression algorithm, 
experimental results demonstrate the proposed algorithm 
not only can improve the compression rate significantly on 
the premise of the good quality of reconstruction image, but 
also can obtain fast decoding speed. 
 
Index Terms—Vector quantization, volume Classify, Object 
blocks, Volume compression, GPU  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

    The rapid development of commercial graphics 
hardware has made it a reality nowadays to render 
volumetric datasets both in ultra high quality and at 
interactive frame rates. However, real-time rendering of a 
large volumetric dataset is still challenging due to the 
limitations in memory capacity and communication 
bandwidth (and delay). In the foreseeable future, datasets 
of further increased scale will be produced from the burst 
of data acquisition devices and numerical simulations [1]. 
Neither the memory capacity nor the communication 
channel, unfortunately, is expected to improve to such a 
level that the bottlenecks can be cleared. 

Accordingly, CVR (Compressed Volume Rendering) 
[1-7], with the principle of coupling compression to 
rendering, has been proposed and has shown to be a 
practical solution for the issue of real-time rendering. 
Considering that a volumetric dataset has noticeable 
redundant information, the dataset is firstly compressed 
before being put into the memory or a GPU (Graphics 
Processing Unit), and then decompression and rendering 
can be done simultaneously at the GPU because it is 
equipped with some computing components. For a GPU, 
its SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) architecture 

and parallel execution model, nevertheless, constrain the 
compression method that can be applied in CVR. 

VQ (Vector Quantization) [2-6] is an ideal choice as 
an asymmetric coding scheme for CVR. In spite of the 
fact that the encoding of VQ is complex, the decoding is 
simple as it is essentially a single table look-up procedure. 
VQ has first been adopted in volume rendering for the 
purpose of compression by [2]. In the recent years, 
various VQ approaches have been applied in CVR 
domain, including HVQ (Hierarchical VQ) [3], CVQ 
(Classified VQ) [1, 4-5], TVQ (Transform VQ) [4] and 
their combined algorithms, such as CTVQ (Classified 
Transform VQ) [4]. However, most existing VQ for CVR 
are Pixel-based compression algorithm [1-5]. MEPG-4 
firstly introduced the content-based video/image 
compression algorithm. The key idea of MEPG-4 is that a 
scene can be divided into different AVOs (Audio Visual 
Object), for example the foreground AVOs and 
background AVOs, and which of those AVOs use 
different encoding methods. In this way, the objective of 
high compression ratio can be obtained on the premise of 
good quality of reconstruction image. 

Inspired by the ideas of MEPG-4, in this paper we 
present a content-based volumetric compression 
algorithm which uses classified hierarchical VQ, 
hereafter abbreviated to CCHVQ (Content-based 
Classified Hierarchical VQ). This work extends our 
previous FCHVQ [5]. Compared with FCHVQ, firstly the 
histogram technique is used for analyzing the traits of 
volume data; secondly the classification scheme is 
content-based, in other words, total blocks are divided 
into two classes, one is empty blocks class (background) 
and the other is object blocks class (foreground); at last, 
different classes have different coding strategies. 
Specifically, our algorithm has the following particular 
properties: 

- Memory efficiency: Note that the empty blocks is 
the meaningless part of the volume data, we set a 
flag for those blocks and save nothing for 
reconstruction. Many experiments show that more 
than 60% of blocks are empty blocks. Object 
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blocks are then vector quantized to achieve higher 
compression rate.   

- Decoding efficiency: Different classes decode its 
different ways. Our decode speed of volume data 
can be faster as we waste no time on empty blocks. 
When decoding and rendering in GPU in future 
work acceleration techniques for GPU-based 
volume rendering, for example, empty space 
leaping [8, 9] can be well used. 

- Fidelity efficiency: The ultimate aim to volume 
rendering is to gain some meaningful information 
about the dataset. Our classified strategy let us 
focus on the object blocks. So, more details of 
object blocks can be retained to get fidelity 
efficiency. 

In the following, we present related work in the 
context of compression for volumetric datasets (Section 2) 
and provide a rather brief introduction in the improved 
classical hierarchical VQ methods in Section 3. In 
Section 4, we introduce the examined datasets and 
present our compression results and Comparison. Finally, 
we conclude our paper in Section 5. 

II.  RELATED WORKS  

VQ maps every k-dimensional input vector x to some 
reproduction vector xi selected from a finite codebook of 
M candidate vectors (i.e., code words), and encodes x by 
the index i of xi. If M is small, then each index only 
requires a few (i.e., log2M) bits, thereby achieving the 
goal of compression. Dividing the size of original data by 
the size of compressed data, the result gotten is called the 
compression rate. Note that the size of compressed data is 
comprised of two parts, the size of indices (denoted by 

indexC ), and the size of a codebook (denoted by codebookC ). 
For example, given a volumetric dataset of N×M×K 
points, assuming that each point holds B bytes, the 
compression rate of VQ can be calculated by Eq. (1). 
                      

codebookindex CC
BKMNRateVQ

+
×××

=_                          (1) 

Existing works on VQ mainly focus on increasing the 
compression rate, reducing distortion, and reducing the 
algorithm complexity [10]. For most existing algorithms, 
improvement on the compression rate tends to result in 
worse quality of the reconstructed image. In other words, 
better reconstructed image is often at the cost of the 
compression rate [3] and the algorithm complexity [4]. 
Detailed literature studies on VQ will be presented in the 
following.   

A.Hierarchical VQ 
Hierarchical VQ was described by Schneider et al [3] 

to get better image reconstruction quality. Specifically, 
starting with the original scalar field, the data is initially 
partitioned into disjoint blocks of size 34 . Each block is 
decomposed into a multi-resolution representation, which 
essentially splits the data into three different triadic 
frequency bands. Therefore, each block is down-sampled 
by a factor of two by averaging disjoint sets of 32  voxels 
each. The difference between the original data samples 

and the respective down-sampled value is stored in a 64-
component vector. The same process is applied to the 
down-sampled version, producing one single value that 
represents the mean value of the entire block. The 32  
difference values carrying the information that is lost 
when going from 32  mean values to the final one are 
stored in an 8-component vector. Finally, a 1-component 
vector stores the mean of the entire block. In performing 
this task, the data is decomposed into three vectors of 
length 64, 8, and 1, respectively, which hierarchically 
encode the data samples in one block. In this way, HVQ, 
can reach good fidelity, however, much lower 
compression rate because each block should store the 
mean value of the block and two indices in order to 
reconstruct the whole block value. 

Also, consider a volume with KMN ×× data points 
and each point holds B bytes. The block size is nnn ×× , 
and the down-sample block size is 2/)2/()2/( nnn ×× , the 
compression rate of  HVQ can be computed by (2). 
Because the codebook capacity is the same in HVQ 、
FCHVQ and CCHVQ, so we just note by codebookC . For 
compassion convenience, size of codebook is 256.So 
each index need 1 byte ( log2256 ,8 bits). 

codebookCnnnKMN
BKMNRateHVQ
+×××××

×××
=

)/(3
_            (2) 

B.  Flag Based Classified Hierarchical VQ 
Regarding image compression, it should be pointed 

out that some of the blocks contribute more to the visual 
quality of the final image, while the others make little 
contributions [4]. To address this issue, all the blocks 
need to be classified into different groups, with each 
group being quantized separately, thereby guaranteeing 
their presence in the code vector population. 
Classification of blocks is more important in the case of 
volumetric compression due to arbitrary nonlinear 
mapping of the transfer function. In addition, 
classification of blocks allows the encoder to adapt to a 
volumetric dataset containing various perceptually 
important features (e.g., surfaces, boundaries, etc.). 
Therefore, most literature works adopted the idea of 
classification for the goal of obtaining better 
performance[2,4].  

FCHVQ (Flag based classified hierarchical VQ) [5] 
was described by us to get higher compression rate and 
faster decoding speed in addition to good fidelity. In 
particular, the volume data set is first divided into smaller 
regular blocks and then divided into two classes 
according to whether its average gradient value is zero or 
not. We focus on the Classification strategy of  FCHVQ 
algorithm. Clearly, if the block with data that they have 
the same values, it will belongs to the zero average 
gradient class. While the block with data that they have 
much different value, it will belongs to the non-zero 
average gradient class. Suppose the block size is 222 ×× , 
then there are 8 data values in a block. See Fig.I for an 
illustration of the classification strategy.  
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Fig.I the classification strategy of FCHVQ algorithm 

Many experiments show that the gradient values of 
non-zero blocks always occupy a much more proportion 
of the total blocks. Accordingly, suppose the number of 
blocks that hold the non-zero gradient value notes 0!=gN , 
and the number of blocks that hold the zero gradient 
value notes 0=gN , so in fig. I, the area of 0=gN  is larger 
than that of 0!=gN . With the same preconditions as HVQ, 
suppose  a volume with KMN ×× data points and each 
point holds B bytes. The block size is nnn ×× ,  the down-
sample block size is 2/)2/()2/( nnn ×× , the compression rate 
of  FCHVQ can be computed by (3). 

codebookg

comp

CNnnnKMN
BKMN

RateFCHVQ

+×+×××××
×××

=

=0!2)222/(9

_
(3) 

In the context of FCHVQ, different compression 
methods to different classes were then introduced in order 
to make FCHVQ algorithm efficient. However, noticing 
that the blocks that hold the zero gradient value have two 
situation: one is the blocks that hold the same value 
a(a!=0), the other is the blocks that hold  the same value 
of 0. So, FCHVQ is also Pixel-based compression 
algorithm. What’s more, another limitation was,  Pixel-
based  compression algorithm would not be coupled to 
the acceleration techniques of rendering In GPU because 
of  its SIMD architecture. In the light of this, CCHVQ 
will be introduced in detail in next section.    

III.    CONTENT-BASED CLASSICAL HIERARCHICAL VQ 

CVR, generally speaking, can be divided into three 
classes of methods based on the location of 
decompression and rendering, respectively software CVR, 
hardware CVR and hybrid CVR[4]. For software CVR, 
Ning and Hesselink [2] argued that the decompression 
should allow fast, direct, random access to voxels. For 
hardware CVR, Fout and Ma[4] recognized two more 
desired traits: one is compact, separable decompression; 
the other is uniform decompression. These demands only 
focus on the rendering speed, for the decompression is 

coupled to rendering in CVR domain.  However, one 
more important idea should keep in mind is that volume 
rendering is a method of extracting meaningful 
information from volumetric data[11]. In addition to the 
decompression restrict ,the characteristics of the 
volumeric data should be coupled to the compression and 
rendering. This is even more important when we take the 
classified VQ for a solution of compression as 
classification can identify the characteristics of the 
volumetric data. So, we recognize three more desired 
traits that specifically target classified VQ.  

1. Classified method should be directly relating to 
the common traits of the volume data. For the 
object of the compression is to save more 
meaningful information about the volume date 
using less bits. 

2. Different classes can held their own compression 
scheme .With the efficiently of today’s GPU, 
bits allocation can be more flexibility, different 
classes can held their own compression scheme 
so that leave more codewords to express the 
detail of the reconstruction image. 

3. Classification scheme should be coupled to the 
acceleration techniques of rendering: The final 
goal of CVR are faster rendering speed and 
better image fidelity. To get that goal, 
Classification scheme should be considered with 
the acceleration techniques of rendering, for 
example empty space leaping. 

These above constraints associated with these 
objectives put more emphasis on the relations among the 
volumetric data characteristics 、compression algorithm  
and rendering, not only the relations between 
compression algorithm  and rendering. That’s to say, 
before compression, we may extract the meaningful 
information using certain scheme. By this way, we can 
get higher compression rate for that the blocks with 
useless information will be discarded and better 
reconstruction image quality for that total codewords will 
leave to save the detail of the image.Under this 
background, this paper presents an content-based volume 
data compression algorithm. The procedure of the 
algorithm is as follows: During the data pre-process stage, 
statistic the characteristics of the data itself using 
histogram technique; From the histogram info , classify 
the blocks which divided from total volume data into two 
groups, the blocks with meaningless information as one 
group(also called empty blocks), and those with 
meaningful information as the other(also called object 
blocks);Only object blocks are decomposed into a three 
hierarchical representation manner and vector quantized 
in order to leave more details of the reconstructed image 
[3,5]. The overall algorithm is illustrated in Fig.II. 
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Figure II. Improved classical hierarchical VQ 

A. Trait of volume data 
Volume rendering [11] is the process of projecting a 

volumetric three-dimensional dataset onto a two-
dimensional image plane in order to gain some 
meaningful information about the dataset. A volumetric 
data set is typically a set V of samples ),,,( vzyx ,also 
called voxels, representing the value v of the some 
property of the data, at a 3D location ),,( zyx .If the 
value is simply a 0 or an integer i within a set I ,with a 
value of 0 indicating background and the value of 
i indicating the presence of an object io ,then the data is 
referred to as binary data[11]. So, before using 
classification scheme, to investigate the characteristic of 
the volume data is needed. Historgram Info, a simple but 
useful way , to be used by us to get the distribution of the 
volume data. Taking the large size of the volume data 
into account, we firstly resample the volume 
data(uniformly resample from x,y,z direction ) in order to 
reduce the algorithm complexity. If the resample data is 
is high dynamic range, for conventional, the volume 
datasets should be normalized to 0~255 according by (4) 
firstly. Here ′

sV  is the volume data value after 
normalization. sV  presents the resample  volume 
value. minV holds the minimum value of  the resample data, 
while maxV  holds the maximum value. 

255
max

min ×
−

=′
V

VVV s
s

                (4)     

For compassion convenience, the datasets used for 
experiments are the same as that used in FCHVQ, which 
list in TABLE I Noting that bigger datasets can be 
divided into smaller 256× 256× 256 volume[4] firstly, and 
then composite them to the whole datasets by certain 
rules. 

For all datasets, the resample data size is 64× 64× 64. 
Figure III shows the histogram info of the volume data. 
Here, the x-axis of histogram is the data value, while the 
y-axis is frequency of each value(0~255) in the 
normalization resample volume data set.  

Notice that the frequency of value 0 scale to 0.01 in 
figure III. So,from the histogram info of the resample 
volume data, we can see the distribution of the volume 
data. Here, at least two traits of the volume data can be 
concluded .One is that different volume data have 
different data distribution, while the other is that different 
volume data have the same phenomenon which is 
different volume data holds a lots of value of 0 that 
indicating background.  
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  a) bonsai histogram 
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     b)foot histogram 
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c) aneurism histogram 
 

  Figure III. Histogram info of the volume data 

TABLE I. DATASETS USED FOR EXPERIMENTS 

Volume data Bits 
 

Resolution 
 

Size 

Bonsai 8 256× 256× 256 16MB 

foot  8 256× 256× 256 16MB 

aneurism  8 256× 256× 256 16MB 
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Those traits of the volume data will provide the prior 
information for compression.  The volume data is then 
partitioned into volume bricks(4 × 4 × 4) [3,4,5]which  
will be classified into two groups and different groups 
take different compression scheme. 

B. Content-based Classification  
An important conclusion of the volume data 

characteristic is that the useful object information just 
occupy a little proportion of the volume data while the 
background proportion takes more proportion. It is not 
unique, [8] presented that the volumetric data set can be 
divided into two classes: one class with the empty blocks 
and the other class with the object blocks. And empty 
blocks made no contribution to the final image , so empty 
space leaping can be used for acceleration of rendering 
but do not influence the image fidelity. We also take this 
classification method before compression.  

Two advantages can be concluded when take this 
classification scheme: Firstly, the classification scheme 
for compression that the most of capacity for keeping 
empty blocks should be saved. We just set a flag to the 
empty blocks . Secondly, the compressed volume data 
rendering can take the advantage of the empty space 
leaping acceleration technique. We then give the brief  
specification of our classification scheme, and the 
differences of the classification scheme between FCHVQ 
and CCHVQ. 

For classification, we firstly get the mean value of 
each block ( )iMean B . Here n is the block size and 

( , , )V x y z is the value of volume data in location(x,y,z). 

1( ) ( , , )
i i i

i i i

x n y n z n

i
x x y y z z

Mean B V x y z
n n n

+ + +

= = =

=
× × ∑ ∑∑         (5) 

Our Classification scheme is very easy: if the 
( )iMean B  equals 0, then the block belongs to empty 

block(noted as emptyB ), otherwise the block belongs to 
object block(noted as objectB ). 

 
   Figure IV.the classification strategy of CCHVQ 

From Fig.I and Fig. IV, the differences of the 
classification strategy of the two algorithms illustrate 
clearly. Noting the white area in Fig.I is bigger than that 
in Fig.IV, which can be proved by Lemma 1. 
Suppose emptyN  is the number of  empty blocks while 

objectN is the number of object blocks. emptyN plus 
objectN  is 

the total number of  blocks  of volume dataset. 

Lemma 1. When Using the same block size of the same 
volume data in CCHVQ and FCHVQ , 0=gN > emptyN . 
Proof.   

Note that 0=gN is the number of blocks that hold the 
zero average gradient value [5]. The block that has the 
zero average gradient value, in other words ,the data in 
one block have the same value, just as illustrated in Fig.I. 
Those blocks can be classified into two classes: one class 
is that the same value is 0(also called empty block), and 
the other is the same value a(1~255). That’s to say, empty 
blocks are part of  blocks  those hold zero average 
gradient value. So, 0=gN > emptyN . 

Proved. 

     We list the detail classification results of the 
classification strategy among different volume data in 
TABLE II, including 0=gN , emptyN , 0=gN , 0!=gN  and the 
proportion of emptyN  of total blocks, which can be 
computed by )/( objectemptyempty NNN + . From table II, we 
can see emptyN takes the most proportion of the total blocks, 
in particular for aneurism volume dataset, there are 97.03% 
blocks are empty blocks. One more fact is that for the 
testing volume datasets, the difference between 0=gN  and 

emptyN  is very small. The compression method of 0=gN  is 
just to save the mean value in FCHVQ for reconstruction, 
while in CCHVQ, higher compression rate can be 
obtained because we just focus on the object blocks while 
for empty blocks, nothing is saved. 

C.Object blocks encoding 

As mentioned above, the compression scheme of our 
proposed algorithm is to take different ways to different 
classes. For object blocks , an efficient hierarchical VQ is 
applied in order to get higher compression rate on the 
premise of the good quality of reconstruction image . 
Specifically, object blocks are decomposed into a three 
hierarchical representation manner like the way used in 
[3,5] and then the vectors of different hierarchical use 
vector quantization to compress.  

As for any VQ, the process generally can be divided 
into three aspects: code book design, codeword search, 
indexed allocation  [10]. Among these steps, code book 
design plays an important role in the performance of the 
algorithm. LBG-algorithm developed one of the earliest 
vector quantization algorithms suitable for practical 

TABLE II. COMPARISON OF THE CLASSIFICATION STRATEGY 

volume data 
 

CCHVQ FCHVQ 

emptyN  
objectN  

objectempty

empty

NN
N
+
 

0=gN  0!=gN
 

bonsai 185154 76990 70.63% 187831 74313 

aneurism 254361 17783 97.03% 255800 6344 

foot 179883 82261 68.62% 180291 81853 
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applications[12]. Because of the sensitivity to the initial 
codebook in LBG, so far many optimized algorithms 
[13,14] have been proposed to improve the code book 
design.  

For compassion convenience, the improved VQ used 
in this work(see FigureV)also takes the splitting scheme 
based on a principal component analysis[14,15,16]. 
Specifically, a splitting scheme based on a principal 
component analysis (PCA) is used by us to find an initial 
codebook which is then refined by LBG algorithm, 
finally, we restrict the search to the k-neighborhood of 
the initial cell in the quantization stage. The difference 
between VQ based on PCA split used in HVQ and 
FCHVQ should be pointed out is that only the small part 
of object blocks are trained in VQ. Thus, we do not only 
save a large amount of computation, but also can get 
better reconstruction image quantity because of leaving 
the whole code words to the object blocks. 

 
                       Figure V. VQ base on PCA split 

D. Compression rate and Comparison 

After compression of object blocks ,the original volume 
dataset  can be reconstructed by the codebooks, indexes, 
mean value of the object blocks and the flags of each 
block which are used for identifying the different classes. 
So, considering a volume of KMN ×× data points, each 
point holds B bytes, the block size of is nnn ××  and the 
down-sample block size of hierarchical representation is 

2/)2/()2/( nnn ×× . The compression rate of CCHVQ can be 
computed by (6). 

codebookobject

comp

CNnnnKMN
BKMN

RateCCHVQ

+×+××××
×××

=

3)222/(

_
    (6) 

      Here, )8/( ××××× nnnKMN is the capacity of the 
flags. And

codebookC  presents the capacity of the codebook. 
As for each object block, we should store the mean value, 
the indexes in the highest level and the second level, so 

objectN×3  are needed. 
Lemma 2. When the number of empty blocks is more 
than 4.17 percent of the total number of blocks, in other 
words, 

24/1)/( >+ emptyobjectempty NNN , 

compcomp RateHVQRateCCHVQ __ > . 
Proof.  

If 
compcomp RateHVQRateCCHVQ __ > , then 

objectNnnnKMN ×+×××× 3)222/(  should be less than 

)/(3 nnnKMN ××××× . 
Then )(24/)(23 nnnKMNNobject ××××××< , 

add emptyN on both sides of the equation, get: 

)(24/23 nnnKMNN

NN

empty

emptyobject

××××××+

<+ , 

Because nnnKMNNN emptyobject ××××=+ / , 
So )24/( nnnKMNNempty ×××××> ,  
divided by emptyobject NN + on both sides of the equation, 

get: 
24/1)/( >+ emptyobjectempty NNN .  

So, if 24/1)/( >+ emptyobjectempty NNN ,  
then 

compcomp RateHVQRateCCHVQ __ > .  
Proved. 

 
Considering empty blocks in the volumetric data 

always occupies a certain percentage, many experiments 
show that empty blocks  is much more than 4.17 percent 
of the total number of blocks. See 

emptyN in the above table 
II , there are more than 60 percentage of the blocks are 
empty blocks, that’s the key point why our algorithm can 
be more memory  efficient than that of  HVQ. 

Lemma 3. If 0g emptyN N= ≈ ,then  

compcomp RateFCHVQRateCCHVQ __ > . 
Proof.  

If 
compcomp RateFCHVQRateCCHVQ __ > ,  

then objectN×3 should less than 

0!2/ =×+×××× gNnnnKMN , 
Because nnnKMNNN gg ××××=+ == /)( 0!0   
and nnnKMNNN objectempty ××××=+ /)(   

So , 03 2empty gN N =−  >0 
Here, if 0g emptyN N= ≈ ,so 2( 0g emptyN N= − )is small, 
So, 02( ) 0empty g emptyN N N=− − > ,  
Then 

compcomp RateFCHVQRateCCHVQ __ > . 
Proved. 

 
From Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we demonstrate the 

memory efficient of CCHVQ. We will show the detail 
compression performance(include concrete compression 
rate, the reconstructed image quality, the encode and 
decode complexity) of CCHVQ , HVQ and FCHVQ  in 
next section, results and comparison. 
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E. Decoding  

The decoding algorithm is similar like FCHVQ which 
to use the saved compressed information to reconstruct 
the image block by block. Firstly, get the flag of the 
reconstructed block . If the flag is zero, we just skip that 
blocks. If not, we should first get the mean value of the 
block, and then get the difference between the mean 
value of the block and data in the down-sample block 
according to the index of second level, finally, get the 
difference between each data in the block and that in 
down-sample block according to the index of highest 
level. The sum of the value got in the previous steps is the 
reconstructed value in the object block.  

Different from decoding of FCHVQ, for empty blocks , 
we just skip that blocks ,while in FCHVQ for those 
blocks whose average gradient values are zero, we need 
replace their whole block data with their mean values. 
Evidently, our method is faster than FCHVQ. What’s 
more, when decompress in GPU, for empty blocks, we 
just discard that blocks for that these blocks make no 
contributes to the final reconstructed image. So, 
acceleration techniques for GPU-based volume rendering 
[9],for example, empty space leaping can be well used. 

IV.  RESULTS AND COMPARISON  

The performance of VQ is usually measured by the 
compression rate, the reconstructed image quality and the 
encode and decode complexity. In this work ,the 
compression rate is measured by equation(1),while the 
reconstructed image quality is evaluated by the peak 
signal to noise ratio (PSNR)[10]. Considering a volume 
of KMN ×× data points,the value of the raw data 
is ijkx , L is the maximum of the volume data，usually is 
255.And the value of the reconstructed data 
is ijky .Here 10 −≤≤ Ni , 10 −≤≤ Mj , 10 −≤≤ Kk , 
then MSE and the PSNR can be defined as follows.  
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For comparison, the encode and decode complexity is 
simply using the running time. All the experiments results 
have been obtained by programming with C++/VS2005 
on 2.0GHz Inter(R) core2 Duo CPU with 2GB main 
memory under Window XP. 

A. Encoding results and comparison 

In order to provide a context for the evaluation of our 
work, we compare our approach (CCHVQ) with 
analogous implementations of  FCHVQ and HVQ. 

The comparison of   the compression rate and 
reconstructed image quality of CCHVQ ,FCHVQ and 
HVQ among different volume data illustrates in Fig.VII 
and Fig.VIII. Here , the number of codeword in the 
codebook is 256.  

From Fig.VII, CCHVQ algorithm can get much higher 
compression rate than that obtained from HVQ and 
FCHVQ. Especially for aneurism volume data , the 
compression rate of CCHVQ is almost 9 times more than 
that of  HVQ and almost 3 times more than that of 
FCHVQ. And for bonsai and foot ,the compression of 
CCHVQ is nearly 2 times more than that of HVQ. Our 
memory efficient is not at the cost of the reconstructed 
image quality, on the contrary, the PSNR obtained from 
CCHVQ(see Fig. VIII) is about 0.1~0.2 higher than that 
of FCHVQ and 0.2~0.4 higher than that of HVQ.  

For the same volume data, take aneurism for example, 
we use different codebook sizes, CCHVQ also can obtain 
efficient memory and better reconstructed image  quality 
than other algorithms.  For example ,when the codebook 
size is 128, the compression rate and the PSNR obtained 
from CCHVQ, FCHVQ and HVQ are respectively 
268.80,53.22,22.69. While the PSNR obtained from 
CCHVQ,HVQ and FCHVQ are respectively 35.46db, 
35.36db and 35.34db. 

B. Decoding time and encoding time comparison 

At the same time ,our decode algorithm runs faster 
than that of FCHVQ and HVQ. Noting the we skip the 
empty blocks, so no time waste on those bolocks. See 
Figure VI for the detail comparison of the decode times 
among different volume datasets and different algorithm.  
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Figure VI .the decode times among different algorithm 

  
However, our proposed algorithm is a little more time-

consuming than that of HVQ and FCHVQ. But exclude 
the getting  histogram info process, the encode time is a 
little lower than FCHVQ, but also higher than HVQ. But 
In the CVR domain, compression can be slow since it is 
performed only once offline[4]. 

V.   CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 

We have devised a content-based classified 
hierarchical VQ to obtain memory efficiency, better 
reconstructed image quality and faster decoding. Since 
volume rendering is the process of gaining some 
meaningful information about a dataset, our content-
based classification scheme before compression can 
classify which blocks is the meaningless information (i.e., 
empty blocks), hence no space and no time will be wasted 
on these blocks. While for the object blocks, a three 
hierarchical representation manner and a PCA-based split  
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         FigureVII. Compression rate comparison among different algorithm                Figure VIII.  PSNR comparison among different algorithm 
 

VQ have been employed in order to get better 
reconstructed image quality. 

We then compare our approach (CCHVQ) with 
analogous implementations of FCHVQ and HVQ. The 
experimental results also demonstrate the improvement of 
compression rate, reconstructed image quality and 
decoding speed. Compression rate, reconstructed image 
quality and decoding speed are the the principal causes in 
CVR domain. 

Although we have not done decoding and rendering on 
GPU, our classification scheme should be coupled to the 
acceleration techniques of rendering, such as empty space 
leaping. In the future, we are planning to investigate the 
relations between  classified VQ  and the transfer 
function and choose more advanced rendering algorithms 
to make volume rendering more meaningful and faster. 
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